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Defense Science Board
sets out to 'ALPS' the SDI
Charles B. Stevens analyzes the nightmarish implications oj the
Dfjense Science Board s report on the StrategiC Dfjense Initiative
the last act in a monstrous abortion.

Like the Grade C renditions of Edgar Allan Poe's great short
stories by Vincent Price "horror" movies, the Defense Sci
ence Board report on the Strategic Defense Initiative is sim
ply the last act in a monstrous abortion. Earlier this year Sen.
Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) proposed to divert President Reagan's
SOl missile defense program with his proposal to redirect the
effort to producing what he termed an Accidental Launch
Protection System (ALPS). That is, instead of the SOl focus
ing on any militarily effective system, the SOl should be
reduced to providing a capability to intercept accidental
launches of ballistic missiles.
Now the Defense Science Board has endorsed this redi
rection of the SOl with the proviso that Nunn's ALPS be
reduced to simply defending Washington, D.C. and some
portion of the eastern United States from an accidental missile
launch. When combined with ongoing congressional budget
slashing, this policy "would mean such a dramatic restruc
turing of the program that fundamentally it would go back to
component type of research," as Strategic Defense Inititative
Organization Director Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson warned
earlier this year.

The path to hell
As Lyndon H. LaRouche has made clear, the general
redirection of the SDI away from directed energy laser and
relativistic particle beams toward Danny Graham's "tin
bending" High Frontier approach for utilizing only off-the
shelf "smart rocks" technology for missile defense would not
only make the U.S. program second rate, but would lead to
insurmountable problems with regard to the military effec
tiveness and integrity of a missile defense based on such
technology. Indeed, the foes of the SOl, like vultures search
ing for a vulnerable point in the SOl shield, quickly focused
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in on the great difficulties which Graham's space-based in
terceptors would face in terms of computer-controlled battle
management, as documented in the recent Office of Tech
nology Assessment review of computer software problems
facing the SDI.
The history of war and war-fighting technology teaches
us-if it teaches anything at all-that pragmatism is always
the policy of defeat. Permitting the SOl to be compromised
with pragmatic technology is now playing out its logic. As
the Defense Science Board report of its SOl Milestone Panel
states, in view of "political, and arms control uncertainties"
the SDI should be returned to the pre-1983 mode-i.e.,
before President Reagan's March 23, 1983 inauguration of
the SDI-of "step-by-step" programs and simple "compo
nent type of research."
In light of the Pentagon raids and the all-out assault on
the U.S. aerospace defense industry, the Defense Science
Board report could well be the death knell of the SOl. One
industry observer drily noted, "This latest twist and tum in
the SDI program suggests there are growing doubts about the
SDI's future under the next administration, regardless of who
wins the White House."
The SDI Milestone Panel which prepared the report con
sisted of: Robert R. Everett, president emeritus, MITRE
Corp., panel chairman; Dr. Solomon J. Buchsbaum, execu
tive vice president, customer systems, Bell Laboratories;
Gen. Russell E. Dougherty, USAF (ret.), private consultant;
Harry J. Gray, chairman emeritus of the board, United Tech
nologies Corp.; Fred S. Hoffman, director, R&D Associates
Pan Heuristics; Walter E. Morrow, Jr., director MIT Lincoln
Lab; Dr. William J. Perry, H&Q Technical Partners, Inc.;
Gen. Samuel C. Phillips, USAF (ret.), private consultant;
Ambassador Seymour Weiss, president, SY Associates.
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Documentation

Report of the Defense Science Board Thsk
Force Subgroup on Strategic Air Defense
We excerpt below the text of the Strategic Defense Milestone
Panel report, released in May 1988, which could sound the
death knell of the SDl.
Summary
1) In view of the technical, budgetary, political, and anns
control uncertainties surrounding the ballistic missile defense
program, the Panel recommends planning a number of steps
in the technical development and deployment of a system to
meet the JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] requirements rather than
a single major action.
2) From a development point of view, priority should be
given to the sensors, processing, and communications nec
essary to provide an adequate assessment of what is actually
going on, the nature and extent of the attack, and the detection
and tracking of boosters and reentry vehicles. This frame
work is needed whatever weapons are actually used, and the
research, development, and experimentation required to pro
vide it involves most of the critical technologies. This sur
veillance system should evolve as the supporting technology
becomes available, allowing the inclusion of whatever weap
ons are available and wanted. This restructuring would help
assure priority attention to critical technical problems despite
budget uncertainties.
3) Deployment should be in steps, each of which should
provide some capability and have some value in itself. One
possible set of steps is as follows:
First-A limited, treaty compliant, deployment of 100
fixed ground-based long-range interceptors cued from exist
ing warning sensors. Such a system falls within our present
demonstrated. technical capabilities. It would be a limited
deployment and as such would have limited capabilities, but
it would provide some preferential defense as well as some
protection against accidental or third country attacks or
blackmail attempts.
Second-A treaty compliant deployment of the next gen
eration of space surveillance systems to improve our early
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warning detection and assessment of a ballistic missile attack
and to lay the foundation for subsequent steps that can deal
with larger and more sophisticated attacks.
Third-A deployment to protect the NCA [National
Command Authority] against decapitation by ballistic mis
siles, including those from submarines. This would require
the emplacement of shorter-range interceptors.
Fourth-Further expansion, including additional bases
and ground-based interceptors and improved sensors to cope
with countermeasures.
Fifth-The addition of space-based interceptors for boost
and post-boost attack to fully meet the JCS requirement. This
step might begin before step 4 was completed.
Sixth-The addition of space-based or ground-based di
rected energy weapons.
For each step the deployment decision would entail a
separate and discrete act.
4) The first two deployment steps as well as the continued
development of improved weapons up to the point of proto
type demonstration could all reasonably be judged to be al
lowable under the narrow definition of the ABM Treaty. The
third step may be achievable within the Treaty depending on
the characteristics of the systems deployed. Subsequent de
ployment steps would require renegotiation of or withdrawal
from the Treaty. The continued evolution of the surveillance
system as described above does not appear to be constrained
by the Treaty.
5) This approach would allow for more confident deci
sions and more flexibility in the face of uncertainties and
would probably not require any more time in the long run.
6) The JCS have not addressed the utility of deployments
short of the full Phase I deployment. Their views on the utility
of possible phased deployments and the desirability of pro
ceeding with them should be explored.
7) The Panel understands that the smo [Strategic De
fense Initiative Organization] is evaluating this concept and
is developing alternative plans for a stepped deployment.
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8) We believe very strongly that capable long tenn engi
neering support for the smo is essential to carry out this
large, complex program. The existing limitations on such
support should be removed as a part of any agreement on the
future of ballistic missile defenses.

Introduction
The Strategic Defense Milestone Panel was reconvened
at the request of the Secretary of Defense to review the current
plans for the Strategic Defense Initiative. The Panel met three
times during February and March 1988, was briefed by the
SDIO and held discussions with the Secretary and his staff,
with General Abrahamson, and with General Herres. A list
of the members participating is attached.
In general, we believe that the concerns we expressed last
year are being addressed in a forceful manner b�t many
.
concerns are yet to be satisfactorily resolved. ThIS IS not
surprising since many of the problems facing the sm are of
substantial difficulty and require a great deal of work to solve.
Although the plans for attacking these problems appear rea
sonable in themselves, we are concerned about the larger
problems that result from the financial and political uncer
tainties that surround the program. These uncertainties lead
to unrealistic schedules and to a wasteful process of replan
ning as funding changes. Varying interpretations of the con
straints imposed by the ABM Treaty lead to confusion in the
testing process.
About a year ago, a decision was made to develop the
sm system in phases. The SDIO is currently engaged in a
demonstration and validation program looking toward a
Milestone II decision on a proposed concept for a first phase
deployment. Preparatory to this decision, smo will have to
develop a detailed plan and schedule for FSED and deploy
ment of the Phase One concept. Because of the complexity
and cost of the Phase One concept, the time required to
deploy it and the political sensitivity of issues related to the
ABM Treaty, we believe that smo should plan the Phase
One deployment as a sequence of steps, each accomplishing
a useful mission. Such a sequential program, which pays for
itself with incremental benefits as it goes, will be more likely
to achieve support than one which contributes little or nothing
until the completion of Phase One.
Typically, large complex systems whether military or
commercial, have not been created all at once. Rather they
have all evolved over a period of time with each new step
built on the foundations of technology, management, and
public acceptance previously established. Air defense sys
tems were evolved in this fashion, as were air traffic control
systems, commercial telephone systems, and carrier task
forces. Further, these systems continue to evolve.
Development
The Strategic Defense System has been thought of by
many as a collection of major components . . . tied together
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by a Battle Management/C3 [Command, Control, and Com
munications] system of some sort. The concerns we ex
pressed last year in our SDM Panel report focused on the
surveillance, background, and signature measurement, dis
crimination, system engineering, and BMlC3• We believe it
would be better to think about ballistic missile defenses as
first of all a surveillance system together with its associate
processing and communications, whose purpose is to deter
mine the actual characteristics of an attack, to find the boost
ers against the background and to find the RVs [reentry ve
hicles] amid the decoys, chaff, nuclear effects, and other
countenneasures and to determine where they are and where
they are going. Given such infonnation, decisions can be
made, and actions taken within existing liminations. Actions
can range from alerting to dispersal, to active defense, to
striking back. Without adequate infonnation none of these
actions can be confidently taken.
The need for infonnation is not limited to RVs of course.
The characteristics of attacks of all sorts, from aircraft, cruise
missiles, and other weapon systems armed with either nucle
ar or non-nuclear warheads, must be correctly and promptly
determined if the country is to be defended.
Once a surveillance system exists it can be used to provide
infonnation to whatever weapon systems are available,
ground- or space-based, KKV [kinetic kill vehicle] or DEW
[directed energy weapon]. A limited surveillance system now
exists, consisting of the warning satellites and radars. This
system should evolve as better sensors, better infonnation on
objects and backgrounds, and better processing and com
munications are developed and deployed.
This way of looking at ballistic missile defenses should
help to enforce an orderly set of priorities on the develop
ment program. It will continually emphasize the need for
system design, for a measurement program, and for a close
tie between ballistic missile defenses and the other deterrent
forces.
Emphasis on a surveillance system will not, of course,
remove or even weaken the need for weapons and their as
sociated fire control. However, it will make possible an ev
olutionary approach to weapons development and procure
ment. The several types now under development could then
be deployed when and if they make sense in themselves.
Each element will not be hostage to the successful develop
ment and deployment of the others. A ballistic missile de
fense system will, in fact, exist at all times. The process is
one of improving that system in ways and at rates which are
both possible and acceptable.

Deployment
There are a number of possible ways in which a ballistic
missile defense system might be deployed in steps. It is
neither necessary nor possible to lay out a fixed plan for all
steps at this time because the actual steps to be taken depend
on technical advances, international relations, and public
acceptance. The first step or two must be defined, however,
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and subsequent steps outlined as possibilities. The purpose
is to provide a set of options for future decision makers.
While the Panel is in no position to specify a plan in
detail, we suggest the following possible directions for a
stepped deployment plan.
First-A limited deployment of long-range, ground-based
interceptors. These interceptors would be IR [infrared]-ter
minally-guided, their launch and initial direction being cued
from the existing warning sensors. They would probably be
somewhat larger, both to provide greater performance mar
gins and to permit deployment before a final high-quantity
production version of the interceptor is complete. The earlier
version should have adequate performance margins to pro
vide, from a single deployment site, a very thin area defense
for much of CONUS [Continental United States]. If such an
interceptor deployment were sited at Grand Forks or in the
national capital region it would be Treaty-compliant so long
as the number of interceptors remained below 100.
We were favorably impressed by the Phase One Engi
neering Team (POET) group's proposal for such a deploy
ment. Capability would be limited, especially against coun
termeasures, but a thin defense over much of the country
would provide some preferential defense against small at
tacks, and some protection against accidental unauthorized
launches and against third country attacks and threats of
blackmail.
The choice of an initial site involves political judgments
and is beyond the scope of our Panel. We note that the Grand
Forks site currently exists and would provide coverage over
most of CONUS while a deployment in the national capital
region would provide a beginning for a NCA defense. We
note also that a decision to switch our permitted deployment
from Grand Forks to the national capital region would have
to be announced by October 1988, the end of the current five
year ABM Treaty review period.
Either choice would establish a base from which the BMD
[Ballistic Missile Defense] system could evolve, put BMD
into the military operational structure and teach valuable
lessons about the management and operations of such a sys
tem. Last, but not least, it would make a start toward achiev
ing symmetry with Soviet BMD deployment activities and,
in this way, contribute to inhibiting breakout.
Second-Begin to update and improve our surveillance,
in particular by deploying an improved satellite Early Warn
ing System (EWS). Better space surveillance is needed to
provide better warning and better attack assessment through
better counting and tracking, whatever happens in active
defense. Whether this improved space surveillance involves
the currently specified BSTS [boat surveillance and tracking
system] or something more like an improved satellite EWS
is a matter for further thought. We should not think of an
improved satellite EWS as the end of the line. Later and still
better versions should be expected.
Improvements to other surveillance systems should be
investigated as well. The process of measuring background
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and gathering information on friendly and unfriendly objects
in space is a continuing one and should be pursued as an
intrinsic part of the evolution of the surveillance system, an
evolution which would proceed in parallel with the other
steps.
Third-Install shorter-range interceptors in the Wash
ington area to protect the NCA against decapitation by ballis
tic missiles, including those from submarines. We prefer a
dual-mode surface-to-air missile system with capabilities
similar to those of the Soviet dual-mode SA-12, such as an
improved version of Patriot, which would have capabilities
against aircraft and cruise missiles as well as short range
ballistic missiles. The use of equipment already in production
would greatly reduce costs. HEDI [High Endoatmosphere
Defense Intercept] is also a possibility.
Fourth-Further expansion, including additional bases
and interceptors, to cover other parts of the country and cope
with larger attacks and improved sensors to cope with coun
termeasures.
Fifth-The addition of space-based interceptors for boost
and post-boost attack. The deployment of this step would
presumably meet the JCS requirement.
Sixth-The addition of space- or ground-based directed
energy weapons.
The development of these or equivalent steps would be
carried to the point of decision but would not be deployed
unless actually wanted at the time. Each step would build
upon the previous steps, most of which would continue to
coexist.

The ABM Treaty
There is not a force acting on the SDI program that is
more damaging or more insidious than the present debate on
the "narrow vs broad" interpretation of the ABM Treaty.
The notion of the "broad" interpretation of the ABM
treaty has been promulgated presumably to give the SDIO
program greater flexibility to plan and carry out its testing
program. In fact, it has had the opposite effect; the present
testing program is in a straitjacket. This has come about in
large part because in the course of debate on "narrow" vs.
"broad" interpretations of the treaty, the "narrow" interpre
tation of the treaty itself was so squeezed by both the oppo
nents and proponents of the SDI that it lost all reasonableness.
Whatever else is done, a way must be found to terminate this
debate.
The Treaty is ambiguous in many of its details; two areas
of ambiguity appear to be especially important for the kind
of sequential program we believe is desirable. The first arises
from the lack of a clear definition of "systems based on other
physical principles" (OPP). The second ambiguity arises from
the conflict between the Treaty's allowance of early warning
radars on one hand and, on the other, its prohibitions on
development of mobile, including space-borne, radars and
its restrictions on deployment of stationary radars for acqui
sition, tracking and battle management. . . . [The] deleteriScience & Technology
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ous effect of this ambiguity, [is that] we currently operate
satellites for early warning, but find that BSTS, which would
perfonn similar functions, is considered questionable. Be
cause the Soviets exploit ambiguities to the limit (and beyond
as in the case of Krasnoyarsk), a U. S. policy that restricts us
to activities that are unambiguously permitted by the Treaty
could seriously impair our security.
We believe, therefore, that DoD should define a techni
cally optimum testing and deployment program and should
then adhere to that program except when Treaty constraints
unambiguously require it to do otherwise. The DoD should
place the burden of proof on those who would restrain the
program.
In our opinion, there is a way of reading the treaty which
separates the important from the less important. The Treaty
limits the number of effective ABM interceptors each country
can have by placing a limit of 100 on launchers, requiring
that they be fixed, restricting them to limited areas, and
prohibiting rapid reload and MIRVing [multiple, indepen
dent reentry vehicles]. The Treaty says nothing about the
size, range, velocity, or guidance of the interceptors. The
Treaty limits the radars to the vicinity of the launchers but
pennits warning radars around the periphery of the country.
It says nothing about and therefore places no limits on warn
ing satellites.
We believe that the first two deployment steps, plus the
follow-on development of weapons up to the point of proto
type demonstration, could be judged to be allowable under
the Treaty. The third step may be achievable within the Treaty
depending on the characteristics of the systems deployed.
Subsequent deployment steps would require renegotiation of
or withdrawal from the Treaty. The continued evolution of
the surveillance system as previously described does not ap
pear to be constrained by the Treaty.
We also believe step one to be treaty compliant by com
parison with the existing Soviet ABM deployment. The step
one system is very similar in general tenns, contains only
elements already in the existing Soviet system, and has ca
pabilities which are similar to and may be less than the Soviet
system. The differences are largely technical details which
are not even mentioned let alone limited by the Treaty.
We do not see that the Treaty limits tactical warning and
attack assessment (both sides had IR satellites at the time the
Treaty was written) so step two should not violate the treaty.
Step three may or may not violate the Treaty depending
on what is actually done. Numbers of SA-lOs are deployed
around Moscow and the Soviets are beginning to deploy SA12s. Arguing by analogy as before, dual-mode surface-to-air
missiles with capabilities comparable to the SA-12 can be
deployed around Washington without violating the Treaty.

Schedule
A stepped process such as we have described would ap
pear to lengthen the schedule by increasing the number of
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deployments and requiring money for earlier deployment.
The current schedules are very uncertain, however, not only
because of technical uncertainties but because of funding
uncertainties. If the present program enjoyed stable funding
and support, it might go faster without intennediate steps.
We believe, however, that the difficulty of supporting such a
large decision all at once and of bringing all system elements
to a satisfactory stage at the same time make the all-at-once
plan very risky. The stepped plan allows much more confi
dent decisions and much more flexibility in the face of un
certainties. Furthennore it allows decoupling the schedules
of many of the system elements. We think a stepped plan will
eventually lead to shorter schedules and lower costs than the
current Phase I plan.

Requirements
The JCS requirement for Phase I was very important in
placing a foundation under the SDI program. A stepped pro
gram such as described above would not meet the current
requirement until something like the fifth step. The JCS have
not addressed the utility of deployments short of the full
Phase I. Their views on this matter need to be explored and
the military utility of various steps agreed upon.
System engineering support
The Panel was pleased to learn that the ad hoc system
engineering team under discussion last year has been estab
lished and is in operation under the title of Phase One Engi
neering Team or POET. We believe this is an important
advance but are still concerned about the need for long-tenn
support. We think that a stepped deployment increases this
need if the steps are to be properly planned and integrated.
The SDIO's need for responsive, long-tenn systems en
gineering and technical assistance is very evident to the Panel;
we think this need must be satisfied if we are to achieve an
effective ballistic missile defense. The Systems Engineering
and Integration contractor, although needed to meet other
demands, is not a substitute. We recommend strongly that
the Secretary of Defense make such support available to the
Director, SDIO, from the resources of existing DoD FCRC's
and ensure this support is fully responsive to the long-tenn
needs of the SDIO. Should these actions be ineffective or
inadequate in providing the type of quality of engineering
and technical assistance required by the SDIO, an agreement
should be reached with Congress to support the establishment
of a new and separate FFRDC [Federally Funded Research
and Development Center] to satisfy SDIO requirements.
SDIO
The concept of a stepped deployment and of an evolu
tionary surveillance, processing, and communications sys
tem has been discussed with Lt. Gen. Abrahamson and his
staff. We understand that they are evaluating the idea and are
developing alternative plans for a stepped development.
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